
recorder.

Estelle Axton mortgaged her house so the company could buy an Ampex 350, the recorder that established the Stax studio.
(Courtesy of René Wu)

The turmoil was more than Fred Byler could handle. He took a job at a radio station in Little Rock,
Arkansas, and parted ways with the company. Partner Neil Herbert raised an eyebrow, could see
nothing in the work they’d done that indicated anything was going right, and, so, thank you but no,
he’d not part with any more of his hard-earned dollars. Ms. Eastin, too, found other keys to tinkle,
leaving Jim and Estelle as sole partners, with Estelle’s house riding on the company’s success.

Brunswick was a significant trek from Memphis in 1958, and the siblings found that inviting bands to
drop by was not so productive. And they were surprised by how heavy the trains were, and the way
the recording equipment could pick up their rumblings even before their ears could detect them. But
enthusiasm abounded, if success did not, and in the year at Brunswick they managed to release one
record of note. It’s a surprising record, considering the label’s history to date, a portentous one
considering the future about to unfold. The band was an African-American vocal group, the Veltones,
who performed regularly in West Memphis, Arkansas. West Memphis is across the Mississippi River
from Memphis and was a refuge from the law for Memphians, a playground of vice where bands
played louder, longer, and more salaciously; where craps games were an assumed component of a
nightclub’s business; where drive-in movie theaters showed nudist-colony films; where bartenders
would serve alcohol to anyone tall enough to set their silver on the bar.

None of these activities appealed to Jim or Estelle. Nor, particularly, did black music. So how a
group from a place they didn’t frequent, playing music they were not familiar with, landed in their



The studio setup in the early 1960s. (Drawing by Steve Cropper/Courtesy of René Wu)

With the rehearsals taking shape, Chips called a recording session. Steve Cropper was on the
session, and Duck Dunn was supposed to be, but his father had recently lost his job and, to earn
money, he was working with a friend giving helicopter rides on weekends. “My dad was going
through financial stuff,” says Duck. “He needed help.” Duck was giving other kids a thrill and missing
his own. On bass was Lewie Steinberg, another older black player who, at twenty-seven, was active
in the nightclub scene; he played with Al Jackson Sr.’s band (alongside Al Jr.), and with Willie
Mitchell’s band (where Al Jr. also played, and Booker often subbed). “I was at home minding my
own business and Gilbert Caple come by my house,” Steinberg says. Caple, one of the new song’s
writers, invited him to the studio. “I said, ‘What studio and for what?’” Steinberg hadn’t been to
Satellite yet; in fact, he’d just come from a tour through Louisiana, and his playing was saturated with
a New Orleans feel that he lent to the song’s bottom.

Somewhere between the country soul of Chips and Smoochy and the funky hearts of Floyd,
Gilbert, and Lewie, the song “Last Night” emerged. It is, perhaps, the archetypal Memphis song of
that era, the “What’d I Say” for locals. The horns tease out their opening notes, so playful; the
rhythm—it’s surprisingly layered, like a comic team’s banter, and much too kinetic to hear without
physically responding. The drummer (Curtis Green) was from the Plantation Inn and his playing
suggests how raucous and fun that club must have been. As gleeful a song as ever recorded, the
instrumental is punctuated by Floyd’s occasional vocal refrain—“Oooh, last night!”—hinting of
salaciousness, of secrets being told between friends. It is fun, funkified.

The sonic quality of the record is also great—it leaps out of the speakers, etched hot into the tape,
with the needle in the red but not distorting. “Chips was actually at the controls,” says Jim of the
production. “Insisted on it. Two little four-channel mixers tied together, and a little Ampex mono
machine.” It’s a poker player’s recording, not a banker’s.

Before its release, the tape sat on the shelf for weeks. Jim pursued his recordings with Carla, and
Chips kept the studio humming. Time passed, the tape languished, an exercise in recording, another
testing of the equipment. And that might have been the end of the story but for one important fan:



A later configuration of the recording setup. (Drawing by Steve Cropper/Courtesy of René Wu)

The songwriters’ success came right on time for Jim. The label was accumulating talented singers,
and his concern was that they have good songs. “We began developing writing teams,” he says.
“Homer Banks, Bettye Crutcher, Raymond Jackson, and others. David Porter was in charge of
developing the writing teams. David was never jealous, and he’d give everything he had. He was not
worried about the competition. We had workshops, bringing writers in, working with them. The
company really concentrated on that writing staff.”

“You have to have that burning desire to achieve,” advises Isaac, “regardless of the odds or the
circumstances. We came from humble beginnings, to put it mildly, and we stuck through it until
something happened. We pushed each other. When we started writing hit songs, we both bought
Cadillac El Dorados. Same day. Then we bought Rivieras, after that a convertible. David and I did
everything together.”

Another new artist and songwriter came in the door around this time, and he would also become a
hitmaker. Eddie Floyd, from Montgomery, Alabama, had been partners in a record label with Al Bell in
Washington, DC, and had visited Stax to write and demo records when Al began making the treks
from Washington. “I get to Memphis,” says Eddie, “and it’s a little theater, and everybody contributes
to putting songs together. It was perfect.”

Steve remembers Al making it a point that he meet Eddie. “Al Bell saw the potential in me,” says
Steve, “and said, ‘You know, I’ve got a guy that you could cowrite with.’ I didn’t know who Eddie
was. But when Eddie told me about the Falcons, I knew them. [Wilson Pickett had been in the
Falcons with Eddie.] We sat in a hotel room, and we just hit it off.”



The layout of the Stax building, circa 1973, by engineer Dave Purple. Purple won a Grammy, Best Engineered Recording, for
his work on “Theme from Shaft.” (The Grammy was shared with Stax engineers Henry Bush and Ron Capone.) (Drawing by

David Purple/Courtesy of René Wu)

Baylor’s ongoing success promoting the label fed Al’s tendency toward expansiveness. If records
were such a cinch, how hard could other media be? STAX IN TOTAL EXPANSION PLAN, read a
February Billboard headline. Stax announced they were moving “into the Broadway play arena as
major backers of ‘The Selling of the President.’” Based on Joe McGinniss’s best-selling book about
the marketing of Richard Nixon’s image in 1968, the play would open at Broadway’s Shubert Theatre
in late March. Stax put up over a third of the half-million-dollar backing, receiving in return the
soundtrack rights, for which they “expect to be as successful . . . as we have with our recent motion
picture soundtrack albums such as Shaft.” Broadway, they announced, “is expected to be one of the
numerous moves by this Company into the leisure-time areas.”

The play closed after five performances—but such is the risk of every theatrical venture. Stax was
undeterred, announcing it was putting $100,000 into the Melvin Van Peebles Broadway production of
Don’t Play Us Cheap ; it ran for four and a half months at the Ethel Barrymore Theater and was
nominated for two Tony Awards. Stax released the cast recording—as a double album.

Al Bell, Stax’s chief executive officer by February 1972, quickly realized the inherent problem with
a theatrical performance: Each night, there was a maximum number of people it could reach. Seating
was limited, and viewers had to make a concerted effort to attend. Al had not forgotten the promise
of home video that he’d seen at the Philips International offices, and he understood that the audience
for a movie had an exponentially higher possibility for return than a play, especially a movie that could
be turned into a home video and also broadcast on TV. “That’s his beauty,” says Wayne Jackson, the
Mar-Keys trumpet player who’d cofounded the Memphis Horns. “Making movies appealed to Al Bell
because it was bigger than records. When you talk bigger numbers, it’s like fine-tuning his intellect. If
you’d have said, ‘Al, a billion dollars,’ he would’ve lit up and shot out the roof like a rocket.”



promotional tour with that film,” says Carla Thomas. “We went to different cities all over the country
and up in Canada.” Trailers hailed it as “A Soulful Expression of the Black Experience.” The film’s R
rating for its language was utilized for promotion by Stax: “Rated R for ‘Real.’”

The documentary had been a bold gamble, and it became a genius move. It promoted Stax
generally, and branded it with community involvement particularly; it was good entertainment and
good business. Coincident with the film’s release, fifty stations broadcast a four-hour edited version
of the concert. (In March, more being better, a six-hour version of the concert was made available.)
Each major city’s premiere benefited a local African-American charity, and Stax stars were present at
most. “Black-oriented films have never had the lavish, old-Hollywood premiere before,” Larry Shaw
said. “And we feel it’s important that Wattstax be presented with that kind of fanfare.”

The film had a European premiere at the Cannes Film Festival, May 10, 1973, and earned rave
reviews. European bookings commenced, helping the movie quickly earn nearly a million and a half
dollars—a tidy profit in that. Larry Nix recounts a celebratory company picnic on rural land that Al
owned: “They flew in Maine lobster for everybody.”

(Earlie Biles Collection)

Their community efforts continued unbounded. Isaac and the other artists performed numerous
benefits on local, regional, and national levels. The infusion of young employees bursting with strident
enthusiasm deepened the feeling of black pride that pulsed through the environment. “Whenever there
was a black cause, Stax rose to the occasion,” says Bar-Kays drummer Willie Hall. “Al Bell, Isaac
Hayes—they made sure of that. Stax wasn’t militant, but it was all black. Even though there was
fortune being made at Stax, we were still having problems as a people. Whether it was homeless
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